Delayed Eruption of a Mandibular Primary Cuspid Associated with Compound Odontoma
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Abstract

Although odontomas are considered to be a common type of odontogenic tumor, they rarely occur solely in the primary dentition. This case report presents an eight and a half-year-old-child with a compound odontoma located in the mandible, which caused the impaction of both primary and permanent canines.
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Introduction
Odontomas constitute about 22% of all odontogenic tumors of the jaws. It is a mixed tumor consisting of the hamartomatous malformations of the functional ameloblasts and odontoblasts unlike a true neoplasm.1–2 Although the odontoma was firstly described by Paul Broca in 1867, it has broadly consisted of amorphous masses of calcified tissues and classified by the World Health Organization (WHO) as complex composite and compound odontoma producing toothlike structures.3–5

The etiology of odontomas is unknown, although local trauma, infection, and genetic factors have been suggested. One aspect of the etiology of odontomas is most result from extraneous buds of odontogenic epithelial cells.4–6

Although the lesions are commonly asymptomatic, they may be discovered on routine radiographic examination. Radiographically, the complex odontoma typically appears as a well-defined radiolucent area containing an irregular mass or masses of mineralized tissue. While in the compound type, the radiopacity does not have a specific shape but appears as disorganized irregular macrudely formed teeth of varying sizes and shapes.2–6. In this case report, an eight and a half-year-old-female-child with a compound odontoma localized in the mandible was treated surgically which allowed the eruption of the permanent teeth.

Case Report
An eight an a half-year-old-girl was referred to the Department of Pediatrics in the Faculty of Dentistry of Yeditepe University by her general dentist due to the failure of the right mandibular canine to erupt.

Past family and medical histories were unremarkable. There was no history of trauma, deformations, or swelling of the maxillofacial region. Intra-oral examination revealed all primary teeth, except the right mandibular primary canine, were present and normal. The overlying and alveolar bone of the right mandibula was normal. The space was sufficient for eruption of the tooth (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Intraoral view showing the unerupted right primary canine and enough space for the tooth.

Figure 2. Panoramic radiograph showing the position of the primary and permanent canine and the radiopaque masses.

A panoramic radiograph showed an unerupted right mandibular primary canine in the correct vertical position and well-developed but covered with multiple radiopaque masses (Figure 2). The initial diagnosis based on the clinical and radiographic evaluations was a compound odontoma.

Surgical removal of the masses were accomplished under general anesthesia. A full thickness mucoperiosteal flap was reflected buccally between the lower right central incisor to the first primary molar. A thin layer of the bone overlying the labial surface was removed and the calcified masses were exposed (Figure 3). There were four teeth like structures and a primary canine, which were removed without disturbing the underlying permanent canine tooth (Figure 4). The flap was replaced and secured with 4-0 silk sutures.
Histopathologically, multiple, small, single-rooted tooth like structures exhibiting normal dentinal tubules, predentin, and pulp tissue were observed (Figure 5). Therefore, odontoma with a compound type was also confirmed by histopathological evaluation (Figure 6).

The postoperative period was uneventful. The patient is being monitored at regular intervals. After one year, the right lower permanent lateral erupted (Figure 7). The tooth erupted in the right position without orthodontic intervention (Figure 8).
Discussion
Although the majority of unerupted teeth are seen in the permanent dentition, it is relatively common in the early-mixed dentition. It has been suggested the possible reasons for failure of eruption may be a lack of space, malformation from early trauma, and mechanical obstruction due to such conditions as a supernumerary tooth, an odontoma, or scar tissue due to early loss of primary teeth.\textsuperscript{9-11} Odontomas often cause disturbances in the eruption of teeth such as, impaction or delayed eruption, retention of primary teeth, or abnormalities in the position of the teeth such as tipping or displacement of adjacent teeth.\textsuperscript{9, 12} Impaction of primary teeth is uncommon, and the impaction of a primary canine is very rare.\textsuperscript{13, 14} In this case the reason of uneruption of both the permanent and primary canine was the presence of a compound type odontoma.

Complex odontomas are usually located in the first and second molar area of the mandible. A slight majority of odontomas are localized on the right side of the mandible compared to the left. Compound odontomas are approximately twice as common as complex odontomas, and more of the former occurs in the incisor and canine areas of the maxilla.\textsuperscript{2, 3, 9, 15} However, the present compound odontoma was associated with an impacted primary canine on the right side of the mandibula. This localization was regarded as rare.

Most odontomas are detected during the first two decades of life, and the mean age at the time of diagnosis is 14 years.\textsuperscript{7, 9, 10, 17} Although the compound type variety is approximately equally distributed between the genders, 60\% of complex odontomas occur in women.\textsuperscript{2, 7} Compound odontomas seldom cause bony expansion, but complex odontomas often cause slight or even marked bony expansion.\textsuperscript{7, 9, 17} The age, gender, and no bony expansion of the tumor in this case are in accordance with previous reports.

Surgical exposure and elimination of mechanical obstruction is frequently the treatment of choice and spontaneous eruption can then be expected.\textsuperscript{5, 9, 14, 16, 18} Since the occurrence of a compound odontoma in the primary dentition is rare, removal of the mass without disturbing the underlying tooth germ led to the eruption of the primary canine in its position. Recurrence is uncommon.\textsuperscript{1, 9, 12, 15} The surgical specimen should be carefully examined microscopically to rule out ameloblastic odontoma or myxofibrous hyperplasia.\textsuperscript{14, 15} Kramer et al. mentioned when a tooth fails to erupt, the follicle may become thickened and it may have an appearance similar to that of an odontogenic fibroma or myxoma.\textsuperscript{19}

Summary
The odontoma that caused the eruption of the primary canine was surgically removed. Unerupted permanent teeth were found to erupt spontaneously on both periodic radiographics and clinical controls. Recurrence was not seen at the three year follow-up.
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